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Abstract 

This paper examines instability in Pakistan, and addresses the questions of whether and how Australia 
should contribute to counter its causes. It argues that Pakistan is of long-term importance to Australia’s 
interests in South Asia, and that Australia can do more to build a stronger relationship with Pakistan, 
which would serve the national interests of both countries.  

The paper proposes that the relationship could be enhanced through niche security sector contributions 
that would assist Islamabad in addressing internal sources of instability. It recommends two specific 
initiatives, namely a domestic security counter-terrorism policy and an enhanced policing policy, 
concluding that these initiatives would enhance the capacity of Pakistani security forces and support 
Australia’s national interests for security and stability in South Asia. 
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Instability in Pakistan: why and how should Australia contribute 
to counter the causes of instability?  

 

Introduction 

 

Pakistan will remain an important partner to Australia in the region, regardless of the transition 
in Afghanistan. 

                 Air Marshal Mark Binskin,  
then Vice Chief of the Australian Defence Force, August 2013 1 

 

Australia has increased its engagement in South Asia since committing military forces to 
Afghanistan following the September 11 attacks in the US.2 The focus of Australia’s strategic 
narrative has tended to centre on Afghanistan, with any reference to Pakistan inextricably linked 
to countering the insurgency in Afghanistan. However, Pakistan is of long-term importance to 
Australia’s interests in South Asia, and Australia must therefore have a separate policy for 
Pakistan.  

The Australia-Pakistan relationship has been longstanding, with Canberra being one of the first 
to establish diplomatic relations with Islamabad in 1947.3 The relationship spans political, 
security, developmental, economic and trade relations. The two countries have had a formal 
bilateral trade agreement in place since 1990.4 Their security relationship dates back to the Cold 
War period and deepened this century as a result of Australia’s military commitment to the 
international forces in Afghanistan.5 Since 2008, the Australian Government has intensified its 
relations with Pakistan, with particular emphasis on economic reform, development, democratic 
governance, and security cooperation focused on defence and law enforcement.6 

However, Australia can do more to build a stronger relationship with Pakistan, which would 
serve the national interests of both countries. In particular, this paper proposes that Australia’s 
relationship with Pakistan could be enhanced through niche security sector contributions that 
would assist Islamabad in addressing internal sources of instability.  

The paper substantiates this proposition by first summarising Australia’s national interest in 
Pakistan and defining the threats to Pakistan’s stability. It then recommends two specific 
initiatives, namely a domestic security counter-terrorism policy and an enhanced policing policy, 
to assist Pakistan in countering the causes of instability.  

Why Pakistan matters  

The Australian Government has publicly asserted that the stability and security of Pakistan is 
important to Australia’s national interest, saying that ‘Australia is committed to supporting 
Pakistan as a partner in its efforts to address security threats, build economic prosperity and 
enhance development’.7 This commitment from Canberra is founded on the premise that stability 
in Pakistan matters because of its influence on Australia’s regional and broader interests.8 
Commentators have similarly argued that the geopolitical situation of Pakistan is significant to 
Australia’s interests in the Indo-Pacific region and is important to the international community’s 
interests in South Asia.9   

Kate Boswood et al assess that Pakistan is geopolitically significant due to four key attributes.10 
First, it is located at the crossroads of South Asia, Central Asia and the Middle East, and is 
adjacent to the global energy supply artery in the Indian Ocean. Second, it has a large population 
base of over 170 million people, with a coming ‘youth bulge’ in the future. Third, Pakistan is 
nuclear-armed. Fourth, it has a history of using destabilising methods to pursue its national 
security interests, such as militancy and terrorism. Based on these attributes, any critical 
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destabilisation or failure of the Pakistan state has the potential to negatively impact the stability 
of South Asia and, indeed, the global order. 

Australia’s national interest in Pakistan is also linked to the continued existence of major 
terrorist organisations and training camps based in Pakistan’s periphery.11 The Federal 
Administered Tribal Areas of Pakistan are regarded as the ‘global hub for al Qaeda leadership’.12 
They also harbour other terrorist groups, such as Laskar-e-Tayyiba and Tehreek-e-Taliban 
Pakistan, which have been responsible for planning and conducting attacks in Western nations.13  

As noted by Claude Rakisits, the ‘pivotal role’ of Pakistan to neutralise these threats is seen as 
geopolitically important to the rest of the world (or at least to Western-aligned states).14 The 
importance of this role has been recognised by the Australian Government, with Air Marshal 
Mark Binskin, then Vice Chief of the Defence Force, noting in a speech to the Pakistan Command 
and Staff College in 2013 that ‘the success of Pakistan’s efforts to counter militant insurgency is 
critical to regional and global security’.15 

Pakistan also matters because its location and historical influence make it a ‘critical player’ in the 
efforts to stabilise Afghanistan.16 With Australia’s continued commitment of military forces and 
aid to Afghanistan, both during and after the transition of the NATO International Security 
Assistance Force mission, the security and stability of Afghanistan remains significant to 
Australia’s national interest.17 Of particular concern to Australia is the existence of terrorists 
groups in Pakistan that serve to undermine the security and stability of Afghanistan.  

It is widely contended that the Afghan Taliban and Haqqani Network have safe havens on the 
Pakistan-Afghanistan border, and receive covert support from some elements within Pakistan’s 
Inter-Services Intelligence Directorate.18 According to Thomas Barfield, ‘if Pakistan ever reversed 
its policy of support, as it did to Mullah Omar in 2001, the insurgency in Afghanistan would be 
dealt a fatal blow’.19 In recognition of the risk these safe havens have on Afghanistan, then Prime 
Minister of Australia Julia Gillard asserted in October 2010 that ‘stability in Pakistan, and the 
uprooting of extremist networks that have established themselves in the border regions and 
terrorise both countries, is essential to stability in Afghanistan’.20  

The final characteristic which highlights why Pakistan matters is its troubled relationship with 
nuclear-armed India. Mohan Malik assesses that this is due to Pakistan’s perception that ‘India’s 
size, power and ambitions are seen as an existential threat’ to its survival as an independent 
state.21 This is based on a history of conflict between the two nations since they divided in 1947, 
including the 1971 India-Pakistan War, where—as a result of India’s military action—Pakistan 
saw the dismemberment of East Pakistan to become Bangladesh.22  

This threat perception is further reinforced by India’s interests in Afghanistan via the Indo-
Afghan Strategic Partnership, which is assessed by Islamabad as an attempt to strategically 
encircle Pakistan.23 Stable Pakistan/India relations are in Australia’s national interest, as it 
benefits from an economically-prosperous India. Two-way trade between the two nations was 
worth approximately A$16 billion in 2014 and is forecast to grow significantly.24 Pakistan, 
therefore, matters greatly to Australia’s economic dividend from trade with South Asia.   

Threats to Pakistan’s security 

In setting the context for how Australia can utilise bilateral defence and policing initiatives to 
develop its relations with Islamabad, it is important to understand that Pakistan is facing what 
some have called a ‘perfect storm’ of crises, based on an increasing internal terrorist threat and 
continuing economic stagnation.25 Pakistan’s Government estimates that in the decade following 
September 11, the militancy in Pakistan has been responsible for the deaths of over 5000 
security personnel and more than 46,000 civilians.26 The economic price of this militancy is 
estimated to have cost Pakistan more than US$67 billion.27 

According to William Maley, ‘Pakistan is a country under threat, from a “witches’ brew” of 
terrorism and extremism’.28 Pakistan is seeing a rise in the ‘Talibanisation’ of its society, which is 
threatening the influence of its government.29 While this is largely restricted to Pakistan’s 
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periphery, in particular the Federal Administered Tribal Areas, the North West Frontier Province 
and Baluchistan,30 Malik contends that this rising militancy has become an increased threat to the 
survival of Pakistan—and greater than that posed by the conventional threat from India.31  

Pakistan’s response to the increasing extremist threat has been haphazard, in part because of 
weak counterinsurgency capabilities within Pakistan’s security forces and the lack of a 
comprehensive government strategy to defeat militant organisations.32 Rakisits contends that 
Islamabad’s response to this threat requires the Pakistan Army to ‘hunt down the Afghan Taliban, 
al-Qaeda and their Pakistani allies and permanently shut down their network’, while at the same 
time ‘extend[ing] the rule of law and promot[ing] sustainable economic development’ in 
Pakistan’s periphery.33 

One recent study has concluded that increased threats of terrorism in Pakistan are the result of 
high inequity in Pakistani society and poor policing and judicial practice.34 Further, the poor 
governance, lack of political integration and the low socio-economic development of the 
periphery regions of Pakistan, particularly in the Federal Administered Tribal Areas, has set the 
conditions for the growth of terrorist organisations in these regions.35  

As a result, these areas are central to the instability of Pakistan.36 The ingredients for increasing 
threats from terrorism are amplified through poor policing and the use of informal law and 
justice systems, which are susceptible to corruption and bias.37 Accordingly, it is in these areas 
where Australia has an opportunity to assist Pakistan, and benefit as a result. 

Policy opportunities 

Australia lacks the influence to address the macro issues in Pakistan and thus should focus on 
niche opportunities to influence Australia’s strategic interests.38 The Australian Government is 
well positioned to enhance its relationship with Pakistan, as it has very little ‘political baggage or 
perceived agenda’ in comparison to other Western nations.39 Australia has excellent access to the 
Pakistani Government, where a functioning bureaucracy and military architecture exists.40 These 
niche opportunities should be concentrated on problems of instability emanating from Pakistan’s 
geographic peripheries. 

Initiative 1.1 

Provide an interagency counterinsurgency training team to 
train Pakistani security leaders in Pakistan. 

The first recommended initiative is that an Australian interagency Counterinsurgency Training 
Team should be established to educate mid-level leaders in the Pakistani security agencies, 
aimed specifically at the Major- to Colonel-level in the Pakistani Armed Forces and police. The 
aim would be to address the identified weaknesses in the Pakistan Army’s counterinsurgency 
operations, linked to the lack of a comprehensive, whole-of-government strategy. 

A review of publicly-available statements indicates that the Australian Government has already 
offered Pakistan opportunities to conduct counterinsurgency and counter improvised explosive 
device (IED) training and exchanges in Australia.41 The current counterinsurgency training 
concept is concentrated on an exchange between the two nations respective Staff Colleges, which 
commenced in 2010.42 However, this program is constrained by the number of Pakistani 
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personnel able to attend activities in Australia. The current approach, therefore, restricts the 
potential to improve Pakistan’s whole-of-government counterinsurgency capability.  

It is proposed instead that the Australian Government should offer an interagency 
Counterinsurgency Training Team to train Pakistani personnel in Pakistan. The emphasis would 
to develop Pakistan’s ability to: 

 Develop comprehensive, whole-of-government strategies in the unstable periphery
regions of Pakistan in order to address the causes of terrorism and extremism;

 Plan and conduct interagency operations; and

 Develop counter IED training packages, with an emphasis on intelligence-led operations to
enable the targeting of IED manufacturers and supply chains.43

Sending an Australian team to Pakistan would demonstrate Australia’s commitment to Pakistan’s 
security and stability, and would also allow for a higher number of Pakistani security and 
government personnel to complete the training. Its prerequisites would include an appropriate 
status of forces agreement and a secure site for the training team. 

Initiative 1.2 

Provide assistance in community policing development in 
Pakistan’s periphery. 

The second suggested initiative relates to community policing. A number of commentators have 
identified that local policing practices in Pakistan’s periphery are a critical cause for terrorism 
and extremism.44 Therefore, it is recommended that the Australian Federal Police (AFP) develop 
a Community Policing Program for local police, with an emphasis on the periphery regions of 
Pakistan.  

The program should aim to achieve the following outcomes: 

 Increase governance of the local police and judiciary through making them more
accountable to civilian oversight;45

 Reduce the endemic levels of police and judicial corruption;

 Improve the professionalism of local police forces and have them focus on providing a
sense of community security, in particular focusing on improved training for lower
ranks;46 and

 Develop the ability to conduct interagency counterinsurgency operations.

This initiative could be conducted as part of Initiative 1.1 or be delivered separately. The key 
issue for this program would be how to deliver it within the periphery regions of Pakistan, as 
these areas would likely to be unsuitable for the AFP to operate in. Therefore, it is recommended 
that this program be delivered by a local or international implementing power, in partnership 
with the AFP.47  
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Conclusion 

Because of Pakistan’s global geopolitical significance and its influence on regional security, it is in 
Australia’s interest to ensure that Pakistan remains a secure and stable nation. It is evident that 
Pakistan’s security and stability is threatened by the existential threat of terrorism and 
extremism. To address these threats, Pakistan should be encouraged to develop a whole-of-
government approach to counterinsurgency. It is in this area that Australia has an opportunity to 
support Pakistan and, by doing so, enhance the bilateral relationship and help protect Australia’s 
national interests in South Asia.  

Australia’s growing economic ties with South Asia are reliant on a stable and secure environment 
for trade and investment. Furthermore, Australia’s objectives in supporting a democratic and 
stable Afghanistan are directly affected by the Pakistan Government’s ability to control 
malfeasant elements prevalent in its border areas. The two initiatives suggested in this paper 
seek to enhance the capacity of Pakistani security forces, and would support Australia’s national 
interests for security and stability in South Asia. 
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